EPIDEMIC DEATH LIST 13 IN DAY

No Material Change in Situation Yet, Says Health Officer J. B. Anderson

ENFORCE MASK RULE

A Washington State Department of Health Order to Enforce Mask Wearing

SAYS GOODING WILL WIN

SINCLAIR, RACE FROM SOUTH, EXPECTS GOOD LUCK

BROTHER WAS WITH HIM

CAPT. J. S. SWEENEY KILLED IN ACTION

Spokane Officer of Brilliant Promise Meets Death Fighting for France

All actions of the brave cop were needlessly unfortunate.

CHILD ATTACKED BY ANGRY RAM

THREE-YEAR-OLD DAUGHTER OF J. E. NEAL HURT BY BOYS IN SHAMMIE

MURDER OF HOSPITAL SUPPLIES

The body of Charles Sweeney was recovered from hospital supplies.

EARN $40,000 CONTRACTS

One woman was hired to handle supplies.

CALL LIMITED SERVICE MEN

W. W. P. Knepper, Dead.

SWIM WOULD FIGHT FOR U. S.

Jesse Maxwell, Another Brother, Dies of Pulmonary Tuberculosis

ATTENTION, VOTERS:

Don't Experiment With Cataracts; It Often Leads to Dread Consumption

YOU WILL NEVER BE CURED Local Treatment Worse than Disease

SMOKING A CIGARETTE is a condition of the public service and should be encouraged.